
Medication dispensing
    

X.0.0

5 trolley sizes
Practical and 

ergonomic
Easy 

to maintain

2 structures
available 

(open/closed)

Storage,
transfer and 

distribution on 
just one trolley

Weekly
medicine

preparation

HEBDO rangE The Hebdo range medicine trolleys are essential for 
distribution in institutions (elderly homes - nursing 
homes...). 
Our one-piece pill dispensers will make storage, 
and distribution, easier for you. Their ergonomic 
design is an advantage in daily use.

Weekly Dispensing Trolley
A.1.1

Hebdo pill dispenser and container for Medicine trolleys

■■  one-piece pill dispenser with 28 sections (50610):
 - with modular boxes (removable dividers) for the 
more significant dispensing times
 - dimensions: W 320 x d 200 x H 39 mm.
 - labelling by day of the week and the 4 dispensing times
 - lid with 7 separate drawers
 - personalised label
 - stackable pill dispenser for transport

■■ storage tray for storing bulky items (syrup, boxes...) (42016)

■■ In addition to the trolley, the basket carrier for 
10 pill dispensers (25100)

ref. 42016

ref. 50610 ref. 25100
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Weekly dispensing trolley    HEBDO rangE 

find tHe list 
and detailed  
descriptions 
in file no.:

C.5.1 - D.1.3

Hebdo 30

Hebdo 60

Hebdo 30

Hebdo 50

Hebdo 36

Hebdo 72

 Various accessories (waste bins, PC 
holder...) make it easy to configure the trolley 
according to your needs.

open dispensing trolleys WitH lock 

tecHnical specifications

■■ Uprights in anodised aluminium; internal structure in epoxy coated 
steel wire.

■■ Work surface with rounded raised edges in acrylic resin.

■■ Locking closure/equipment-holding wire on a new range

■■ 4 swivelling wheels Ø 125 mm inc. 1 with brake non-marking tread 
and buffers

dispensing trolleys WitH sliding doors 

tecHnical specifications

■■ Trolley with natural anodised aluminium structure. aBS side walls, 
coloured body.

■■ Work surface with rounded raised edges in smooth white 
thermoplastic alloy, resistant to shocks, scratches and most 
disinfecting products and detergents used in a hospital 
environment.

■■ Sliding door with tool-free removable slats.

■■ Locking closure, 2 keys supplied.

■■ 4 pivoting Ø 100 mm polyamide wheels on ball bearings, 1 with 
brake. non-marking tread and buffers.

■■ Handle and 4 standard rails for hanging equipment for the entire 
range.

number of pill 
dispensers/trolley

trolley reference 
number

overall dimensions 
(W x d x H mm):

30 8D030 610 x 470 x 988

36 8D036 610 x 470 x 1128

60 8D060 1060 x 470 x 988

72 8D072 1060 x 470 x 1128

number of pill 
dispensers/trolley

trolley reference 
number

overall dimensions 
(W x d x H mm):

30 85230 820 x 420 x 985

50 85250 820 x 675 x 985


